Control of hydrogen bond strengths through push-pull effects triggered by a remote reaction center: a theoretical study.
In an effort to manipulate the bond strengths of hydrogen bonds, we have studied a three-component chemical system consisting of a reaction center, a conjugated bridge, and a hydrogen-bonding site. Protonation of the reaction center triggers intramolecular charge transfer from the hydrogen-bonding site, altering its affinity to bind to an acceptor. Previously, we had found that this communication (signal transduction) between the reaction center and the hydrogen-bonding site does not necessarily die out with increasing length of the conjugated bridge. In certain cases, this signal transduction is maintained-and even amplified-over long distances (I. Chao, T.-S. Hwang, Angew. Chem. 2001, 113, 2775-2777; Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2001, 40, 2703-2705). In this study we report the results of an extensive theoretical investigation of this problem to provide insights into this intriguing phenomenon. In the systems we investigated it was found that the push-pull process between the hydrogen-bonding site and the protonatable reaction center was mediated with the greatest facility by conjugated bridges with low-lying pi and pi* orbitals.